
Twinkle Classes
Stage Make-up - Children Age 2-6
Dancers, even young ones, wear makeup on stage in order to make their faces and
expressions visible to the audience. Makeup can emphasize facial features that would
otherwise be washed out by stage lights. 
Follow these simple steps to create a perfect, stage-ready face. 
Eyes– Use the “Pretty N Pink” 5 Color Pallet.  Define eyes with the Burgundy Plum color
in outer corner. Balance with medium Taupe shade just above crease across eye bone.
Highlight with the light cream shimmer eye shadow onto the lid and under brow. 
 
Cheeks– Apply the soft pink blush shade high on the cheek apples. On the cheekbones
apply the soft cream shimmer Highlight to add dimension to the bone structure.
 
Lips–Applying a lip shade can be difficult as the lips are small and hard to apply color too.
Use a Lip Brush to make the application easier.  Use the long lasting Raspberry pink
shade in compact and top with sparkle lip gloss to help lips shine and appear fuller.
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Pretty in Pink Makeup Kit
All Twinkle Classes can purchase the Pretty 'n Pinks 
make up kit from our Nimbly Dance Store. Just click
 on your child's class and add it to your cart. Make up 
kit will be sent directly to you!



Ages 7+
Stage Make-up - Children Age 7+
Dancers, even young ones, wear makeup on stage in order to make their faces and
expressions visible to the audience. Makeup can emphasize facial features that would
otherwise be washed out by stage lights. 
Follow these simple steps to create a perfect, stage-ready face. 

We recommend purchasing the Mode Dion Mini Stage Kit
Blush (Required) Pink or Rose.  
Apply blush to the apples of the cheeks. 
Lipstick (Required) True red or bright pink and should compliment your costume color.
 Apply to the upper and lower lips.  
 Foundation  Light shade similar to skin color. 
Eye Shadow Three complementary light colors.  Apply the darkest shade near the eye,
the medium shade above the eyelid crease, and the  lightest shade under the eyebrow.
Slightly blend the colors together. 
 Eyeliner (Optional)  Apply a thin straight line to the upper lid. 
Mascara Gently sweep two coats on upper and lower lashes. 
False Lashes (Optional) Recommended for students ages 11+

Mini Stage Kit 
What's included: 5 eye color palette, blush, lip stick,
lip gloss, instructions to create the perfect stage 
performance look and also a web tutorial. 
If you are interested in ordering this make up kit, please 

email the studio at lauren@inmotiondc.com 
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